
Note Motor Vehicle Steering Group (MVSG) meeting York 26th June 2017 

1. Aim is to complete the work within 18 months ie by March 2018 

2. Terms of Reference were agreed as ‘To advise Defra, Natural England, highway and 

traffic authorities (including national park authorities), highway users, and 

communities, on actions which will improve the management of unsealed highways 

used by motor vehicles.  This includes: 

 Tackling illegal and inappropriate use 

 Standards, funding and maintenance 

 UUCRs – status, identification and public information 

 TROs’ 

 

3. Outcome has to be a consensus ie even though not everybody agrees with a properly 

constructed proposal all the MVSG members agree to let the decision go forward as the 

best decision that the MVSG can achieve. Participants consent to a decision that they 

disagree with but recognise that it meets the needs of the MVSG and therefore give 

permission. It requires a co-operative intent from everyone. Chair said: 'consesus 

means everyone will be a bit dissatisfied' 

 

4. The MVSG agreed that the working process for the subgroups should follow 4 stages – 

enquire (what are the issues, gather information); consider (the evidence, make 

interim proposals); report (draft, identify gaps, create case study sets, consider peer 

review/outside expert groups); recommend (through above consensus approach). 

 

5. Outputs from the MVSG – Defra could endorse guidance (without its logo) but the SoS 

cannot. Any guidance produced by the MVSG would need to be hosted on line by 

another group. It is extremely difficult to get anything on GOV.UK – best practice 

documents are even harder than guidance. 

 

6. Tackling illegal use 

More work is required to produce a properly evidenced report. The police would be 

invited to the next meeting to provide their perspective. The report needs to refer to 

the Highway Code and the Countryside Code. 

 

7. Standards, Funding & Maintenance 

This subgroup was thinly populated and several people agreed to join it. The 

subgroup’s work to date had concluded that every problem byway surface is unique, 

and LHA interventions do not always work as planned. The MVSG agreed that the 

report needs to set standards for non-tarmac highways. Resources, rather than 

funding, would be better in the title as it would encompass the use of volunteers. It 

was agreed that LHAs need to pre-empt use that damages lanes, for example by using 

seasonal TROs. Keeping drainage in good repair is essential – check out management of 

forestry roads. 

 

8. UUCRs 

There was no consensus achieved within the subgroup in answer to the two questions 

set at the previous meeting:  



(a) How do you identify which UUCRs do not have public vehicular rights, if you do 

not use the definitive map modification order process to do so?  

(b) Do the public understand how they can use UUCRs? If not, how can they be 

informed e.g. signposts and waymarking, mapping? 

 

9. The MVU (motorised vehicle users) reps claim that UUCRs, which by definition have no 

legal status, carry vehicle rights, and just by looking at them one can determine the 

small minority that do not have vehicle rights. The non–MVUs reps claim that they do 

not know which UUCRs carry vehicle rights and each should be determined through the 

existing process used to modify the Definitive Map (DM) and added to the DM using 

their correct status, either bridleway or BOAT. This is a time consuming process 

requiring detailed historical research. Not many LHAs are pursuing the status of UUCRs 

as there have not been many claims for them to become bridleways/BOATs. In 

Derbyshire, one of the few LHA with substantial claims, there have been several 

surprises with what looks like a road becoming a bridleway through the DM 

modification order process. By contrast NYCC are taking the view that all UUCRs should 

be come footpaths, on which horse riders and cyclists as well as MVUs would lose their 

rights. 

 

10. Cycling UK proposed a new approach (which would require legislation so is beyond the 

remit of the MVSG), using the grounds for making a TRO in order to define the status of 

UUCRs – still a lot of work for LHAs but potentially an alternative approach.  

11. The MVSG agreed that the public need clearly waymarked PRoWs and that the 

ordnance survey maps should carry all the necessary up-to-date details. However, how 

the UUCRs should be waymarked on the ground was not agreed as non-MVUs reps were 

concerned about increased use by MVUs if signs such as ‘public road’ were used. 

 

12. The subgroup was asked to consider a process for identifying UUCRs with no vehicle 

rights. 

 

13. TROs 

It was agreed that the contentious issues within the subgroup need resolving with a 

facilitated workshop for the subgroup, which will be occurring before the next MVSG 

meeting in September. The MVUs reps had declined to engage with the work presented 

by the non-MVUs reps. The chair had set 4 questions1  in order to try to achieve a 

                                            
1 Q1 Putting all other considerations aside (especially funding) can the sub group agree in what circumstances can the 
different TROs be used? (a table might be helpful). I have stated can rather than should because this is about making sure 
there is a common understanding of the current law/regulations and being clear about the limits of TROs. Once you’ve 
agreed this then you can move to the next question.’ 
 
Q2 What are the circumstances where HA are using TROs effectively – do we have some examples? Does the sub-group agree 
that the use of the TRO is the right management option in the examples, and did the TRO have the intended outcome? Can 
the sub group agree that these are good examples of proportionate use of TROs? Do we know anything about the locality 
where TROs have been used well? number/density of off-road routes in the locality, number of users (all types), route 
substrate, rainfall, seasonal use, topography, availability of highway authority expertise, highway authority priorities, 
designated landscapes etc. Are there any themes emerging from this analysis?’ 
 
Q3: What is the evidence about the situation where TROs are not being used well? Does this happen in particular localities? 
What are the factors involved: number/density of off-road routes in the locality, number of users (all types), route 
substrate, rainfall, seasonal use, topography, availability of highway authority expertise, highway authority priorities being 
elsewhere, designated landscapes etc. Are there any themes emerging from this analysis?  
 



consensus but only the non-MVU reps and the TRF engaged with the process. However, 

with a handful of changes to individual words, and differentiation of issues into trivial 

or serious/extensive, the MVSG agreed to the summary in the TRO report (a 

breakthrough). 

 

14. To this summary was added, by general agreement, that the use of TROs should be 

considered pro-actively in order to pre-empt issues. 
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Q4: What are the circumstances where HA are not using TROs effectively, e.g. motor vehicle users feel unfairly banned, non-
vehicle users think TROs not used enough. Why is this? Is there lack of evidence, lack of consultation, lack of trying other 
management options? Lack of funding to put the route into good condition? LHA trying to use TROs in the wrong 
circumstances (e.g. experimental TROs not in an “experiment”). If it is simply LHA not getting the process right, trying to 
use TROs in circumstances which don’t meet the criteria, if so, why are they doing this, is it lack of training? Or lack of 
sound legal advice? Anything else? 
 


